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HUSKIES > WILDCATS

by Steve Whittaker ~ Movie Man

Chillerama, aka WHAT THE HELL?

Well it is Friday and if you have 
nothing to do, then I have a treat 
for you! This will be a review for 
the movie I have to say is one of 
the most over-the-top and of-
fensively awesome movies I have 
seen in a long, long time. It is 
called Chillerama. Chillerama is a 
movie that is essentially made up 
of four different movies and one 
short movie clip each more and 
more offensive than the last.

A quick overview before I be-
gin to discuss the details of 
each movie. The movie is set in 
a drive-in where 3 of the mov-
ies are shown, the fourth movie 
is actually what happens in the 
drive in and it’s pretty intense all 
the same.

Wadzilla (pictured above)

The first movie is a spoof of 

1950’s monster movies and its 
does a tastefully offensive job of 
doing so. The main character of 
the movie suffers from an incred-
ibly low sperm count. To alleviate 
this, his doctor friend gives him 
an untested drug designed to 
increase sperm count. However 
what it actually does is cause the 
user’s sperm to grow and be-
come ferocious. After “releasing” 
one these sperms it grows to 
epic proportions and terrorizes 
New York eventually accosting 
the statue of liberty.

I Was a Teenage Werebear

This movie chronicles the life of 
a teenage boy in the 1950’s/60’s 
who is clearly unsure of his sexu-
ality. After refusing to have sex 
with his then girlfriend he finds 
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by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Library Squatter

Library Attendance at All-Time High
 Due to Wikipedia Blackout

Finlandia Sells Souls for Snow Day

Houghton, MI - Michigan Technological University officials have re-
ported that on the day of January 18th, 2011, attendance at the J. 
R. Van Pelt Library was at an all time high, significantly surpassing any 
single day previously, including days leading up to exam week.

“It was a miracle,” one librarian stated, “I have never seen so many stu-
dents in this establishment actively working! It was like a dream I once 
had; droves of students were seated at tables, all with their noses 
in books, actively absorbing information like plants absorb sunlight!”

Colorful comments aside, Michigan Tech’s administration are shocked 
that something as simple as shutting down a single website for such 
a short amount of time had so much intellectual effect on the student 
population. Even Glenn Mroz was startled by the recent attendance 
at the library. When reached for comment, Mroz said the following.

...see Whore-or movies! on back

...see Forced to LEARN on back

The student government at Finlandia University, a Lutheran Finn-
ish college, has unanimously agreed to sell the souls of the entire 
student body to Satan in exchange for a snow day yesterday. Most 
student polls indicate that the decision to have their soul bound to 
an eternity of torture and hellfire was for the best and made sense 
over the alternative.

The reason they didn’t save the soul-selling for a much more dis-
heartening, soul-selling day that will no doubt appear very soon 
was that their years of spiritual growth advertised on their promo-
tional material has built up a sizable reserve of souls, according 
to a spokesperson from FU. If the supply is almost depleted, they 
merely increase enrollment and “give a shout out to the big man 
every now and then.” The President of FU added that they also 
make course work easier, so that individual soul-selling on a mi-
croeconomic scale occurs less often.

Michigan Tech could not participate in the deal, as there are people 
at this University who are still enrolled after the legendary snow 
days of 2007 and 2008, a back-to-back phenomenon never before 
seen in Tech history, where in its 127 years of operation you could 
count the snow days on just two hands. A soul exchange of that 
magnitude completely drained our soul reserve, resulting in a bitter 

by Simon Mused ~ Weather Analyst
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himself being attracted more and more to a group of greasers. 
After one encounter in the boys’ locker room with the greasers 
(who turn out to be homosexual werebears), that upon trans-
forming are dressed in leather, chains, and other S&M gear, bite 
him in the ass and he too becomes a gay werebear.

The Diary of Anne Frankenstein

Ann Frank finds out her family name was originally Frankenstein 
and that her grandfather kept a diary of his experiments reani-
mating a corpse. After she finds the diary and begins to read it 
who should happen to bust in but Adolf Hitler himself. Well, he 
ends up killing the whole family including one of the soldiers he 
brought with him. Then he uses the diary to create the ultimate 
killing machine.

Deathication

This movie was actually a short clip leading into the last part 
of the film. I won’t say much other than according the movie: 
deathication “is an excremental explosion of bad taste” and “is 
like being raped by your own feces .”

Zom B movie

The final film is actually the occurring at the drive in, a zombified 
STD is spread through the drive in via popcorn after the original 
infected person uses the butter stash to soothe his dick that had 
been bitten by a zombie. Once the infection began to spread all 
hell broke loose and the zombies began to eat and fuck every-
thing in their path. To quote the movie, “When there is no more 
room in hell, the dead shall rape the earth!”

Now go watch this movie, if you dare!

...from Whore-or Movie!  on front

...from Forced to LEARN on front

“On Wedenesday, after swim-
ming in my golden pool filled 
with money, I decided to take 
a stroll through the library, since 
it’s normally so empty this time 
of the week. To my surprise there 
were droves of stressed stu-
dents all reading books! I knew 
as soon as I saw this that I had to 
do something about this!”

In a press conference Thursday 

and indifferent student body and faculty unable to regain excess 
liveliness. 

With only some meager souls to barter, mostly from bright-eyed 
first year students in the basic calc and chemistry courses, most of 
our souls go towards turning in that almost-late homework assign-
ment or getting a 71% on that Statics final. Meanwhile, Michigan 
Tech students will continue to endure -25°F wind chill to get to 
class while Finlandia takes the easy way out. At least until Tech 
gets rid of the entire chemical engineering department.

morning, Mroz stated that the 
University will take the controver-
sial stand of permanently blacking 
out Wikipedia in all Michigan Tech 
networks. “Due to the decreas-
ing attendance at the library and 
the recent events on the internet, 
the university knew the only way 
to increase library attendance. At 
a board of directors meeting, we 
knew the only two realistic ways 
to get rid of Wikipedia was to 
support SOPA or to just block 
it on our networks. In order to 
maintain its stance with the stu-
dents, Michigan Tech University 
decided to block Wikipedia on 
Michigan Tech networks.”

Students have been up in arms 
all day, as their grades have been 
vastly impacted in their history 
classes due to their main re-
source source being blocked. 
With their grades steadily drop-
ping every minute Wikipedia is 
not accessible, they have de-
cided to enact an “Occupy” 
movement in order to protest 
the banning.

The future is unclear for Wikipe-
dia at MTU and the Daily Bull will 
keep the student population up 
to date on the WikiIssue.


